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To all ’whom it may con-cern: 
Be it known that we, PATmcK F. SoLAN, 

a citizen of the United States, and a resident 
of the borough of Brookl 'n, county of 
Kings, city and State of l\ew York, and 
HERBERT S. BALLIET, a citizen of the United 
States, and a resident of the borough of 
Manhattan, city, county, and State of New 
York, have invented certain new and useful 
Improvements in Structural Framework for 
Walls, Partitions, Roofs, &c., of which the 
following is a specification. 

The. main object of our invention is the 
production of a simple, cheap and effective 
substitute for the various materials hereto 
fore used for basic structural support in the 
formation of walls, partitions, roofs, etc., in 
ediíices generally, such materials for instance 
as plaster board, wood framing, lumber, ce 
ment in various forms, Egyptian and terra 
cotta blocks, bricks, etc., all as well known 
in the prior state of the building art. This 
we accomplish, while at the same time at 
taining certain new and advantageous re 
sults in the way ,of lightness of structure 
combined with strength and stability, ñre 
and sound proof qualities, and the isolation 
of heat, cold and dampness, as hereinafter 
fully set forth,-our invention consisting in 
the specific construction, combination and 
arrangement of parts and appliances de 
scribed and claimed, and an essentially dis 
tinctive feature being the provision and use 
of hollow skeleton sections formed of re 
ticulated or intersticed metal as and for the 
purposes designated, in conjunction with 
certain minor details incorporated therewith 
in the production of an integral structure. 
In the accompanying drawings, 
Figure 1, is a perspective view illustrat 

ing in a general way the practical vuse of 
our skeleton frame work in the formation 
of a wall or partition; 

Figs. 2 to 6, inclusive indicate diagram 
matically various forms in which our inter 
sticed metallic skeleton sections may be made 

. in adapting them to the various require 
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ments of the building trade as hereinafter 
set forth; 

Fig. 7, is a perspective view of a corner 
portion of one of our reticulated skeleton 
sections made of expanded metallic lath, so 
called; 

Fig. 8, is a similar view showing the use 

of woven or electric-weld wire mesh for the 
saine purpose; 

Fig._9, is a similar view illustrating the 
use of perforated cast or sheet metal in the 
construction of our basic structural frame 
work; _ 

Fig. 10, is a side elevation of one of our' 
`skeleton sections having incorporated there 
with reinforcing and coupling rods, and also 
showing part of a plaster or similar facing 
attached thereto; 

Fig. 11, is a transverse section taken upon 
plane of line 11-11, Fig. 10; _ 

Fig. 12, is a view like unto Fig. 11, show 
ing the skeleton section expanded laterally; 

Fig. 13, is a horizontal section of a portion 
of one of our Skeleton sections made of ex 
panded metallic lath, with a facing of. 
plaster or' cement adhering thereto; 

Fig. 14, is a detail showing a method of 
tying adjacent woven wire sections together. 
VThe unit of our structural frame work is 

the hollow skeleton section S, formed of in 
tersticed metal; and by the term intersticed 
metal we mean to include the variouskinds 
of reticular configuration, such as cancel 
lous, retiform, etc., perforated, or otherwise 
created, as may be found most expedient 
in the manufacture of the sections to adapt 
them to circumstances and conditions of use. 
Thus our intersticed metal may consist of 
woven wire of suitable mesh as indicated in 
several figures of the drawings; of expanded 
metallic lath, so called, as shown in Figs. 
7 and 13; or of perforated cast or sheet metal 
as indicated in Fig. 9 :_-the interstices in any 
case, while affording lightness of structure, 
being adapted to also afford means where 
by plaster or cement, while in plastic con 
dition, may enter and anchor itself super 
Íicially,-that being the main function of 
the interstices, whatever their configuration. 

- Our unitary sections S, may be each made 
in one or more parts, as indi-cated symboli 
cally in Figs. 2 to 6, inclusive. 'l‘hus Fig. 
2, represents a section S, which may be 
woven in one piece, as of wire like unto the 
mesh structure shown in Figs. Sand 14; or 
the sections S, may consist of telescopic parts 
s', s2, as in Figs. 3, 4 and 6,-Fig. 3, provid 
ing for adiustment in width; Fig. 4, for ad 
justment in height, and Fig. 6, for adjust 
ment in length; while in'Fig. 5, provision 
is made _for adjustment both in width and 
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length by the use of telescopic ends s3,‘fitting 
within the telescopic side pieces s', s2. 
The provision and use of the skeleton sec 

tions S, made with telescopic parts, enables 
us to standardize the manufacture thereof 
while providing for emergencies and varia 
tions in building requirements, and to mod 
ify certainparts of our basic skeleton struc 
ture in accordance with alterations in plans 
or specifications when necessary. Further~ 
more, ̀ the telescoping 0f parts is advanta 
geous in storage and transportation, since 
only the minimum of space is requisite for 
either ̀ purpose. The sections S, may be 
made of any size`convenient for manipula 
tion; and are preferably rectangular in 
shape, so that they may be built up, block 

fashion, upon and adjoining each other indicated in Fig. 1, which shows a wall or 

partition, faced, say, externally with ce 
ment C, and internally with plaster fin 
ish P. 
The adjoining sections S, may be con 

nected together by metallic ties t, as in Fig. 
14, in which the line 7c, represents the line of 
conjunction; or by means' of coupling` and 
reinforcing rods 1°, 71, inserted through the 
sections,in which case the rods r, 1', may 
be utilized to perform a triple function in 
that they may not only be so positioned as 
to reinforce and imite the abutting sections, 
but also to space the telescopic parts there 
of. This latter function will be understood 
by reference to Figs. 11 and 12, particularly, 
by which it will be seen that in Fig. 11, the 
rods 1', 7', lock the parts s', _32, in closed re 
lationship, whereas, in Fig. 12, they hold the 
said parts s', s2, in expanded or extended 
relationship. The metallic ties t, may also 
be used for holding the reinforcing rods r, 
'in place, etc., as may be found most expe 
dient. 
In all but Fig. 1, of the drawings, the 

facing material is indicated by the .refer 
ence letter P, and may consist of mortar, 
plaster, cement or other suitable surfacing 
material applied in plastic state in a man 
.ner well .known in the art. Figs. 11, 12 and 
13, indicate approximately the protrusion 
of the plastic material through the inter 
sticed metal in such manner as to form its 
own binder or anchora e. i 
When the sections , are made integral, 

_ and practically of one piece (as indicated 
55 in Fig. 2) all sides thereof are permanently 

positioned as related to the others, consti 
tuting a building unit of prescribed size 
.and dimensions suitable for incorporation 

' without alteration in shape in a wall, par 
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tition, or similar structure. 
As heretofore intimated, our structural 

frame work affords many practical advan 
tages over the prior state of. the art. It 
is comparatively cheap, and of relative light 
weight, and adapted to economize storage 
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and transportation, especially when the sec 
tions are telescopic,-this feature of adjust 
ment .also adapting it to the varying re 
quirements of use in construction of all 
kinds of edi?ices and parts thereof. Fur 
thermore it may be manipulated and in 
stalled without the aid of specially skilled 
labor; and at an expense of approximately 
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onlv one tenth of the cost of labor involved  
in 'the installation of other structural work 
for like purposes. and it affords vadequate 
support for a plaster or cement finish or 
coatingg-the sides of the interstices forming 
eonstrictire means whereby the intrusive 
plastic material is elfectnally held, when set. 
so as to combine the facing integrally with 
our lnisicstrnctural skeleton frame work. 
Our reticulated building sections, when 

made of wire or expanded metallic lath, 
may readily be cut and shaped to admit 
ot' the formation of window or door spaces, 
or the like` either during or after instal 
lat-ion; and may be readily incorporated 
with other metallic frame work, rafters, 
etc., and used vas a filling therebetween. 
T he saving in weight, material, and labor 

accomplished b_v the use of our intersticed 
or skeleton building-block sections, are all 
important factors in the reduction of cost 
of erection of all kindsl of edi?ices, espe 
cially under present conditions in the trade 
to which our` invention appertains; and will 
be of material advantage to the public gen 
erally. ' 4 

, Our structural frame work sectionsl are 
especiallyT adapted for use in the forma 
tion of partitions, in oñice buildings and 
(l\\'ellings.tl1eir lightness of weight ren 
dering a partition of such character as port 
able as .an ordinary wooden partition, while 
affording all the advantages of> plaster fac 
ing or finish, non-conductivity of noise, heat, 
cold, etc. As abasis for the construction 
of bungalow and similar relatively small 
buildings, temporary or otherwise, they ob 
viously .afford advantages over either 
wooden or cement structures; and when 
made of wire or expanded metallic lath, so 
called, they afford a degree of elasticity and 
resilience that adapts them particularly to 
countries liable to earthquakes, for obvious 
reasons. 

What we claim as our invention and de 
sire to secure by Letters Patent is, 

l. Structural frame work of the char 
acter designated comprising a plurality of 
hollow skeleton sections of reticulated 
metal in block form, each of telescopic parts. 

2. Structural frame _work of the char 
acter designated comprising a plurality of 
hollow skeleton sections of reticulated metal 
in block form, each of telescopic parts, and 
means for connecting adjoining sections to 
gether. v 

3. Structural frame work of the char~ 
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acter designated comprising -.a plurality of ' 
hollow skeleton sections of reticulated metal 
in block form, each of telescopic parts, and 
coupling and reinforcing rods inserted 
through said sections. 

4. Structural framel Work 'of the char 
acter designated comprising a plurality of 
hollow skeleton sections of reticulated metal 
in block form, each of telescopic parts, cou 
pling and reinforcing rods inserted through 
said sections, and a facing material em 
bedded in the interstices of said sections and 
around said rods. . . 

5. A unit of structural frame Work of the 
character designated, comprising a _h’olloW 
skeleton section of intersticed metal in block 
form formed in telescopic parts, for the 
purpose described. 

6. A unit of structural frame Work of the 
character designated, comprising a hollow 20 
rectangular skeleton section of intersticed ' 
metal in' block form formed in telescopic 
parts, for the purpose described. 

7. A unit of structural frame Work'of the 
character designated, comprising a plurality 
of hollow skeleton sections formed of inter 
sticed metal, together With means for secur 
ing adjoining sections thereof together and 
a facing embedded in the interstices and 
around said securing means, for the purpose 
described. . 

PATRICK F. SOLAN. 
HERBERT S. BALLlE'l‘. 

Witnesses: 
GEO. WM. MIATT, 
DOROTHY MIATT. 
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